Both PA63 and PA83 are endocytosed within an anthrax protective antigen mixed heptamer: a putative mechanism to overcome a furin deficiency.
Anthrax toxin consists of protective antigen (PA), and lethal (LF) and edema (EF) factors. A 83 kDa PA monomer (PA83) precursor binds to the cell receptor. Furin-like proprotein convertases (PCs) cleave PA83 to generate cell-bound 63 kDa protein (PA63). PA63 oligomerizes to form a ring-shaped heptamer that binds LF-EF and facilitates their entry into the cells. Several additional PCs, as opposed to furin alone, are capable of processing PA83. Following the incomplete processing of the available pool of PA83, the functional heptamer includes both PA83 and PA63. The available structures of the receptor-PA complex imply that the presence of either one or two molecules of PA83 will not impose structural limitations on the formation of the heptamer and the association of either the (PA83)(1)(PA63)(6) or (PA83)(2)(PA63)(5) heteroheptamer with LF-EF. Our data point to the intriguing mechanism of anthrax that appears to facilitate entry of the toxin into the cells which express limiting amounts of PCs and an incompletely processed PA83 pool.